Maths
Place value

Science
Living Things and their Habitats

Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least
1,000,000 and determine the value of each digit; count
forwards and backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any
given number to 1,000,000; interpret negative numbers in
context; round any number up to 1,000,000 to the nearest
10,100,1,000 and 100,000; read Roman numerals to 1,000
(M). The children will also solve practical problems related
to all of these skills.






Describe the differences in the life cycle of a
mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird
Describe the life process of reproduction in
some plants and animals
How do animals and plants adapt?
What is a habitat and how are habitats suited to
their inhabitants?

Animals, including humans:


Addition and Subtraction
Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits;
add and subtract numbers mentally; use rounding to check
answers to calculations; solve addition and subtraction
multi-step problems in context, deciding which operations
to use and why.

Describe the changes in humans as they
develop to old age

Class Five Topic Web
Term 1:
Ancient Greece

Statistics

Literacy
Recount Writing: UFOs
Using the context of UFOs, children explore recounts and investigate
genuine documents. They will discuss famous sightings of UFOs and
research hoaxes. The children then write a diary entry based on this.

Classic Poetry
The class will study Lewis Carroll’s poem The Walrus and the
Carpenter to stimulate performance, discussion and persuasive
writing. Belloc's Cautionary Tales provide cause for debate and the
children end the unit writing their own modern day cautionary
poems.

Descriptive and Narrative Writing
The children will respond to our class topic (Ancient Greece) and the
class reader (Kensuke’s Kingdom) with descriptive and narrative
writing.
Spellings: spelling rules (with accompanying spelling tests)

Complete, read and interpret information in tables including
timetables; solve problems related to information presented
in a line graph.
Time:

Grammar foci: using and choosing descriptive language; adjectives,
adverbs and powerful nouns and verbs; expanded noun phrases to
convey complicated information concisely; rules for commas.

Time intervals; digital and analogue clocks; twelve and
twenty-four hour time; time worded problems.

ICT
Programming

Music

PSHE
Transition and change:

Establishing class rules and routines; discussing
school golden rules; link with assembly themes: new
beginnings, practice makes perfect and being unique.
European Day of Languages 2018
 French afternoon – phrases and foods.

R.E
Signs and Symbols






Rhythm, pitch and notation
Focus on a Jazz theme

P.E.





Taekwondo Coach – skills practice, developing
coordination and focus
Cross Country Running
Gym work – balance and coordination
Hockey and Rounders

Art/DT






How Greek legends influenced Greek art and
architecture
Greek patterns and forms
Greek vases and pots
Designing and making sandals and temples

Hour of Code and Scratch

Internet research linked to Ancient Greece topic

Geography
Map work related to our Greeks topic




Exploring signs and symbols from different
religions.

Comparing Modern Greece with Ancient Greece
Plotting own Ancient Greece map
Consideration of Greek climate and terrain

History
French





Using the Internet to search large databases and to
interpret information




Revision and consolidation from Year 4
Focus on: greetings and introductions, numbers,
days of the week and months of the year, and
talking about family.

Topic link – Ancient Greece







Who were the Greeks and when did they live?
Important and influential people from the time
Athens and Sparta
Greek gods and myths
The legacy of the Ancient Greeks – how do they influence us
today?
What was it like to grow up in Ancient Greece?

